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VALUE PROPOSITION

Virtual Reality for networking education.

Currently, there are no virtual reality models of modern computer networks for research and 
education. As educational methods progress further into immersive technological learning, 
it is crucial that technology options are made available at the same rate. Products must be 

developed to meet this increasing need. Our goal is to create a realistic and accurate 3D 
model of modern computer networks for research and instruction that can be coupled with 
virtual reality to be used as a basis for further development or instruction. Our solution to 

this problem will be easy to use and allow potential students whose learning method caters 
to that of a visual learner to flourish in the academic subject of basic networking.



CAPSTONE OBJECTIVES

Increase interest and knowledge in STEM and Cyber disciplines.

Create a game-based, VR-enabled environment to teach 

networking concepts

GOALS

Create the first prototype of the game-based environment using 

Minetest

Allow computers to communicate with one another if configured 

properly

Add corresponding instructional content to assist learner

Nicely commented code, allow for future improvements



USAGE REQUIREMENTS
A computer, mouse, keyboard

The game “Minetest”

▪ Free, open-source

▪ Available at www.minetest.net

Our modification for the game

For final goal: a virtual reality setup

▪ E.g. HTC Vive



CONCEPTUAL DEVELOPMENT

Recognition of direction-specific 
functions/coding



IMPLEMENTATION

Implemented and coded 4 different Minetest 
"blocks" (a new object)

▪ Computer

▪ Switch

▪ Cable

▪ Tutorial Book



IMPLEMENTATION CONTINUED
Computer opens a graphical user-
interface (GUI) when right-clicked

In-game tutorial book allows for 
students to be guided through the 
process



DEMONSTRATION



FUTURE WORK

Implement virtual reality

▪ Create the mod for Minetest, 
then combability with our mod

Improve Computer/Switch GUIs

▪ Restore to Default, Computer Name 
(+ Functionality)

Improve tutorial content

Allow for multiple connections

More Network Layers (not only 1 and 2)



REVIEW

Value Proposition – VR for networking education

Goals & Capstone Objectives – Creating a basis

Usage Requirements - Minetest

Conceptual Development - Drawings

Implementation – Computer, switch, wire, book, GUIs

Demonstration

Future Work – Expansion, VR
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